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AN APPARATUS FOR LASER PROCESSING AN EYE

TECHNICAL FIELD

The present disclosure generally relates to an apparatus for laser processing an eye,

and more particularly relates to a laser processing apparatus capable of visualizing

one or more eye parameters as they change during the course of a laser treatment

procedure.

BACKGROUND

Laser radiation may be used for processing a human eye. In a conventional laser

treatment procedure, focused laser radiation is utilized to remove tissue from an

exposed surface of the eye or create an incision in tissue of the eye. The removal

process is oftentimes referred to as ablation in the conventional art. Whatever the

physical effect (i.e. ablation or creation of an incision), a general requirement is that

a focus of the radiation be steered in a precisely controlled manner in time and space

so that every radiation pulse hits the eye at a desired target location.

While for the creation of an incision a patient's eye is conventionally held in a fixed

position with respect to a laser apparatus delivering the radiation (through contact

with a contact element of the apparatus), an ablating procedure is conventionally

performed without the eye being positionally fixed. In the course of an ablating pro¬

cedure, changes in eye position with respect to the laser apparatus due to a human

eye's natural (and inevitable) movement or due to movement of the patient's head

may thus occur The changes in eye position may include a displacement in one or

more translational directions and, alternatively or additionally, a displacement about

one or more rotational axes. An eye-tracker may be used to detect eye movement

and keep track of the eye's position. The eye-tracker includes one or more cameras

to acquire images of the eye. Through image processing of the acquired images, a

current position of the eye with respect to a coordinate system of the laser apparatus

may be determined, and the determined current position may be used as a reference

for aligning (centering) a shot pattern for the laser radiation. Conventionally, a posi¬

tion of a center of the pupil is determined as a reference position for alignment of

the shot pattern. The position of the pupil center can be determined based on a

detection of the margin of the pupil (i.e. iris) in the images captured by the eye-

tracker. Further, it is conventionally known that the pupil center position as meas¬

ured with respect to a coordinate system of the laser apparatus may shift as a result



of variations of the pupil diameter. Thus, changes in ambient brightness may cause a

shift of the pupil center even in the absence of eye movement.

Where an eye-tracker includes rotational tracking functionality, rotational movement

of the eye can be tracked and taken into account in controlling the position of the

radiation focus. For example, dynamic cyclotorsion of the eye may occur during an

ablating procedure. Cyclotorsion generally refers to a rotation about an optical axis of

the eye. Accordingly, whenever cyclotorsion occurs, the shot pattern should be ad¬

justed by applying a rotational offset to account for the cyclotorsion. In addition, the

optical axis may traverse the pupil at a position offset from the pupil center. A cy-

clotorsional movement of the eye may therefore bring with it a shift of the pupil

center, requiring a translatory offset of the shot pattern to account for the pupil

center shift.

The laser treatment can be a stressful experience for the patient. Nervousness of the

patient typically reflects in an increased amount of natural eye movement of the

patient and may also reflect in changes of the pupil diameter. A feeling of uneasiness

or anxiety may also be reason for abrupt and jerking moves of the patient's eye or

patient's head. If a patient is overly nervous, it may be advisable to interrupt an

ongoing operation and continue at a later time after the patient has calmed down.

BRIEF SUMMARY

Embodiments of the present invention provide a tool allowing visualization of track¬

ing information acquired by an eye-tracker in the course of an ophthalmic laser pro¬

cedure.

According to an embodiment, an ophthalmic laser processing apparatus is provided.

The apparatus comprises: a laser device configured to output a pulsed laser beam

towards an eye, the laser beam having a beam focus; an image capturing device

positioned to capture an image of the eye and configured to provide image data; and

a control device configured to detect eye movement based on the image data and to

control the beam focus temporally and spatially based on a predetermined eye pro¬

cessing pattern and the detected eye movement. The apparatus further comprises a

visualization device controlled by the control device to output a visualization of a

graphical illustration. The graphical illustration represents at least one of: (a) a value

of an eye parameter determined on the basis of the image data in relation to each of

a plurality of different time points or time intervals; (b) a frequency distribution of a



value of an eye parameter determined on the basis of the image data in relation to

each of a plurality of different time points or time intervals; and (c) a range of values

of a pupil diameter determined on the basis of the image data in relation to each of a

plurality of different time points or time intervals.

The laser device may comprise a source of pulsed laser radiation. The laser device

may further comprise a focusing device disposed behind the laser source in beam

propagation direction. The focusing device may be a focusing objective or a different

optical device to focus the laser beam emitted by the laser source. The image captur ¬

ing device and at least parts of the control device may be comprised by a multi¬

dimensional eye-tracker. The eye-tracker, for example, may include a camera and an

image processing unit for processing the images acquired by the camera.

The control device may be configured to determine (on the basis of the provided

image data) at least one attribute of the value of the eye parameter, the frequency

distribution of the value of the eye parameter and the range of values of the pupil

diameter. It may be provided that the graphical illustration may represent the deter ¬

mined attribute in relation to each of a plurality of pulses of the laser beam. Alterna¬

tively, it may be provided that the graphical illustration thereof may represent the

determined attribute in relation to each of a plurality of pulse sequences (e.g., in

relation to the first pulse of the pulse sequence or averaged over each of the pulses

within the pulse sequence). The plurality of pulses may be, or may include, temporal¬

ly successive pulses.

The eye parameter may be a position of a pupil center. In this case, the pupil center

position may be a position with respect to an x-y coordinate plane oriented orthogo¬

nally to an output direction of the laser beam. The output direction may correspond

to the beam propagation direction behind the focusing device. It may be provided

that the graphical illustration represents the position of the pupil center as an x-y

offset with respect to an x-y reference position of the pupil center, wherein the x-y

reference position is defined as an x-value of 0 and a y-value of 0 in the x-y coordi¬

nate plane. The graphical illustration, in this case, may represent x-y offset values

within a range of -3 mm to + 3 mm in steps of 0.2 mm. Alternatively, the range

and/or the step size can take any suitable values (e.g., a range of -5 mm to 5 mm in

steps of 0.5 mm). The x-y offset values may, for example, be caused by movements

of the patient's head and/or movements of the eye within an eye socket with respect

to the apparatus. The x-y reference position of the pupil center of the eye may be



determined before the laser processing starts or may correspond to the first x-y

position determined at the plurality of different time points or time intervals.

The eye parameter may further be an eye position with respect to a z-axis oriented

in the output direction of the laser beam. Different eye positions along the z-axis may

occur, for example, due to head movements of the patient in relation to the appa

ratus. As an alternative or in addition to this, the eye parameter may be indicative of

a rotational position of the eye. I n this case, the eye parameter may indicate an

amount of cyclorotation (cyclotorsional movements) of the eye. The amount of cyclo-

rotation may be denoted as eye position with respect to a φ -axis. I t may be provided

that the eye position with respect to the z-axis and/or to the φ -axis is represented by

the graphical illustration as an offset value with respect to a reference value.

For visualization purposes, the graphical illustration may represent the value of the

eye parameter by a graphical object having identical appearance for each time point

or time interval. As an alternative, different time intervals may be represented by

different graphical objects or by the same graphical object having different appear¬

ances (e.g., different colors). The graphical object may, for example, be a dot, a

cross, a line, an oval, a polygon, an asterisk or any other geometrical object.

The control device may be configured to determine the value of the eye parameter in

relation to each of a plurality of pulses of the laser beam and to determine the fre ¬

quency distribution on the basis of the determined parameter values. The graphical

illustration may represent different frequencies of the value of the eye parameter

through at least one of different degrees of transparency and different colors of the

graphical object. I n this case, the eye parameter may, for example, be the position of

the pupil center with respect to the x-y coordinate plane. As an alternative to this,

the graphical illustration may represent the frequency distribution in the form of a

histogram including bars having a frequency-dependent size. In this case, the fre¬

quency distribution may be determined on the basis of, for example, the eye position

with respect to the z-axis and/or to the φ -axis.

For the purpose of visualizing the range of values of the pupil diameter, the control

device may be configured to determine a pupil diameter value on the basis of the

image data in relation to each of a plurality of pulses of the laser beam. As the eye

typically performs cyclorotational movements in accordance with the change of the

pupil diameter, the control device may be further configured to determine the re-



spective eye positions with respect to the p-ax is and/or the position of a pupil center

with respect to the x-y coordinate plane.

It may be provided that the control device is configured to determine upper and

lower limit values for the range of values based on the determined pupil diameter

values, wherein the graphical illustration represents the determined upper and lower

limit values. In this case, the control device may be further configured to determine

an average value or a median value of the pupil diameter based on the determined

pupil diameter values, wherein the graphical illustration further represents the de¬

termined average or median value. The graphical illustration may represent the up¬

per and lower limit values and the determined average or median value by respective

graphical objects, wherein a graphical object for the average or median value is

located between graphical objects for the upper and lower limit values. A proportion

of distances of the graphical object for the average or median value from the graph¬

ical objects for the upper and lower limit values may correspond to a proportion of

differences between the average or median value and the upper and lower limit

values. Alternatively or additionally, different values (e.g., upper and lower limits of a

standard deviation of the pupil diameter around the average value) for the range of

values may be determined by the control device and represented by the graphical

illustration.

The graphical illustration may represent at least one reference range of values of the

pupil diameter, wherein a lower limit value of the reference range of values is indica¬

tive of a value of the pupil diameter at a first reference brightness and an upper limit

value of the reference range of values is indicative of a value of the pupil diameter at

a second reference brightness. The reference range of values in this case may ex¬

tend over a range of pupil diameters as typically occurring during the course of laser

processing the eye. It may be provided that the reference range of values is based

on pupil diameters determined in the course of a reference measurement of pupil

diameters of the patient (e.g., previously to the laser processing). Alternatively or

additionally, it may be provided that the reference range of values is based on aver¬

aged empirical data determined in the course of reference measurements of pupil

diameters of different patients. The at least one reference range of values may be

stored in the control device or in memory accessible to the control device.

The graphical illustration may represent the range of values and/or the reference

range of values in a two-dimensional visualization area spanned by an x-y coordinate

plane oriented orthogonally to the output direction of the laser beam. In this case,



the graphical illustration may include at least one graphical object representing a

value of the pupil diameter and having an x-y position in the visualization area corre

sponding to an x-y position of the pupil center in the x-y coordinate plane at the

value of the pupil diameter. For the purpose of visualizing the reference range of

values, it may be provided that the graphical illustration includes a rectilinear line.

For the purpose of visualizing the range of values, it may be provided that the graph

ical illustration includes one or more bars extending transversely to the rectilinear

line. The bars may be part of a box superimposed over the rectilinear line. I n an

alternative embodiment, the box may be show next to the rectilinear line.

I n order to enable a follow-up of a laser procedure, the control device may be con¬

figured to cause the visualization device to output the graphical illustration during a

phase of beam emission and to update the graphical illustration as the phase of

beam emission proceeds. This allows an operator to observe the visualized graphical

illustration as a surgical procedure proceeds and, for example, to intervene by halting

the procedure if he finds that the patient is too nervous and should be calmed down.

I n certain embodiments, an update of the visualized graphical illustration may be

instructed by the control device at regular intervals counted as a number of pulses of

the emitted laser beam. For example, an update may be instructed every 100 or 50

or 20 or 10 pulses or even after every single pulse of the emitted beam. I n other

embodiments, the control device may be configured to cause the visualization device

to output the graphical illustration only after completion of a phase of beam emis¬

sion. The visualization device may include at least one of a monitor and a printer.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

Additional features, advantages or elements of the present invention may be gath¬

ered from the following description of the accompanying drawings, in which:

Figure 1 schematically shows a block diagram of an ophthalmic laser

processing apparatus according to an exemplary embodiment;

Figure 2A and 2B schematically show exemplary graphical illustrations visualizing a

time-dependent x-y position of a pupil center of an eye, accord¬

ing to embodiments;



Figures 3A and 3B schematically show exemplary graphical illustrations including

frequency histograms for a z-position and a cyclorotation, re¬

spectively, of an eye, according to embodiments; and

Figures 4A and 4B schematically show exemplary graphical illustrations to visualize

a pupil center shift of an eye, according to embodiments.

DESCRIPTION OF EXAMPLE EMBODIMENTS

Figure 1 shows an ophthalmic laser processing apparatus generally denoted 10. The

apparatus 10 can be used to perform a laser treatment on an eye 12. The apparatus

10 comprises a laser device 14, a control device 16, an image capturing device 18

and a visualization device 20.

The laser device 14 comprises a laser source 22, which generates a laser beam 24

having pulse durations that are, for example, in the nanosecond range. The laser

beam 24 has a suitable wavelength for the purpose of ablating (resecting) tissue of

the eye 12. The wavelength of the laser beam 24 may, for example, lie in the infra¬

red region (e.g., about 1 µ η ) or the wavelength may be shorter (right down to the

UV region).

A beam expander 26, a scanning device 28 and a focusing device 30 are disposed

downstream of the laser source 22 in a beam path of the laser beam 24. The order

of succession of the beam expander 26, scanning device 28 and focusing device 30

along the direction of beam propagation may correspond to the order shown in Fig.

1. I n other embodiments, at least a part of the scanning functionality of the scanning

device 28, e.g., a longitudinal scanning functionality, may be incorporated in the

beam expander 26 or the focusing device 30. I n addition to this, one or more deflect¬

ing mirrors or other suitable beam guiding components may be disposed along the

beam path.

The beam expander 26 is configured to enlarge the diameter of the laser beam 24

generated by the laser source 22. I n the embodiment shown, the beam expander 26

incldues a concave lens (having a negative refractive power) and a convex lens (hav¬

ing a positive refractive power) disposed in the beam propagation direction after the

concave lens, as is typical for a Galilean telescope. I n another embodiment, the

beam expander 26 may include additional and/or different lenses (as e.g., two con¬

vex lenses of a Keplerian telescope).



The scanning device 28 is designed to control the position of a focus of the laser

beam 24 (beam focus) in the transversal direction and in the output direction. I n this

case, the transversal direction describes the direction that is transverse in relation to

the propagation direction of the laser beam 24 (denoted as x-y plane), and the out

put direction describes the propagation direction of the laser beam 24 after passing

the focusing device 30 (denoted as the z-direction). For the purpose of transversally

deflecting the laser beam 24, the scanning device 28 may comprise, for example, a

pair of galvanometrically actuated deflection mirrors that can be tilted about mutually

perpendicular axis. As an alternative or in addition to this, the scanning device 28

may have an electro-optical crystal or other components suitable for transversally

deflecting the laser beam 24. The scanning device 28 may additionally comprise a

lens that is longitudinally adjustable or that has a variable refractive power, or a

deformable mirror, in order to influence the divergence of the laser beam 24 and,

consequently, the longitudinal alignment of the beam focus. I n the embodiment

shown, the components for controlling the transversal alignment and longitudinal

alignment of the beam focus are represented as an integral component. I n another

embodiment, the components may be disposed separately along the propagation

direction of the laser beam 24.

The focusing device 30 is configured to focus the laser beam 24 onto the region of

the eye 12 to be treated. The focusing device 30 may be, for example, an F-Theta

objective.

The control device 16 comprises a control module 32 and an evaluating module 34.

The control module 32 comprises a memory 36, in which at least one control pro¬

gram 38, having program instructions, and reference eye parameter values are

stored. The program instructions, when executed by the control device 16, cause

the beam focus to be moved in time and space in accordance with a predetermined

eye processing pattern. The laser source 22 and the scanning device 28 are con¬

trolled by the control device 16 in a manner depending on the eye processing pattern

and in a manner depending on any tracking data, the control module 32 receives

from the evaluating module 34.

I n the embodiment shown, the evaluating module 34 and the image capturing device

18 are comprised by an eye-tracker. I n another embodiment, for example, the image

capturing device 18 may be comprised by a different tracking device and/or the func-



tionalities of the control module 32 and the evaluating module 34 may be included in

a single module.

The image capturing device 18 is configured to acquire sectional images of the eye

12 containing at least the pupil 40 and the iris 42 of the eye 12. The image capturing

device 18 may be, or comprise, a camera or any suitable measuring device for ac

quiring the sectional images. The evaluating module 34 receives image data from the

image capturing device 18 that include the acquired sectional images, and is config¬

ured to compute tracking data from the image data tracking data. The tracking data

include at least one of a position and an orientation of the eye 12 in three-

dimensional space, a diameter of the pupil 40 of the eye 12 and a movement of the

eye 12. The computed eye movement in this case comprises translational move¬

ments in the transversal direction and along the output direction as well as rotational

movements at least around the optical axis of the eye 12 (denoted as φ -direction). In

an alternative to this, the computed eye movement may comprise less, different or

additional movement components.

The control device 16 is configured to cause, in dependence of the received tracking

data, deviations of the beam focus position (in regard to the position predetermined

in the eye processing pattern) in order to correct for the movement of the eye 12.

The resulting deviations of the beam focus position are referred to as tracking correc¬

tions. The control device 16 is further configured to provide the tracking data to the

visualization device 20. I n the embodiment shown, the visualization device 20 com¬

prises a monitor 44 and a printer 46 in order to visualize the tracking data. I n anoth¬

er embodiment, one of the monitor 44 and the printer 46, and/or different devices

may be comprised by the visualization device 20.

The visualization device 20 is configured to provide a visualization of a graphical

illustration of the tracking data, as shown in Figures 2A to 4B. For the purpose of

visualization, the control device 16 is configured to determine the tracking data on

the basis of the image data in relation to each of a plurality of pulses of the laser

beam 24. In an alternative to this, the control device 16 may be configured to de¬

termine the tracking data on the basis of the image data in relation to each of a

plurality of pulse sequences (e.g., in relation to the first pulse of the pulse sequence

or averaged over each of the pulses within the pulse sequence). The pulses may be,

or may include, temporally successive pulses. It may be further provided that the

control device 16 is configured to determine the tracking data on the basis of the



image data in relation to each of a plurality of time points or time intervals different

from the plurality of pulses of the laser beam 24.

Figures 2A and 2B show schematic representations of graphical illustrations, denoted

in general by 50 and 60, of positions of a pupil center of the eye 12. The positions

are represented with respect to an x-y coordinate plane, which may be the transver¬

sal plane as defined with respect to Figure 1. The x-y positions may be determined

by the evaluating module 34 according to the embodiment shown in Figure 1. The

variations of the x-y positions may be, for example, caused by at least one of t rans

versal head movements of the patient and movements of the eye 12 within its eye

socket with respect to the apparatus 10.

I n Figure 2A, the graphical illustration 50 represents the positions of the pupil center

as x-y offset values 52 with respect to an x-y reference position. I n the visualization

shown, the x-y reference position is defined by an x-value of 0 mm and a y-value of

0 mm. The graphical illustration 50 represents a point cloud of offset values 52 within

the x-y coordinate plane which is spanned by two orthogonal axes in x- and in y-

direction intersecting at the x-y reference position. I n x- and in y-direction, offset

values 52 are represented which lie within a range of -3 mm to + 3 mm. Steps of 0.2

mm are considered. I n an alternative to this, the graphical illustration 50 may repre¬

sent smaller or larger ranges of offset values and/or smaller or larger steps. The

range of offset values and/or the steps may not be the same in x- and y-direction. I t

may be further provided that the range of offset values and/or the steps size may be

adjusted automatically based on the determined offset values. Each of the offset

values 52 is represented by a cross in the x-y coordinate plane. In an alternative to

this, the offset values 52 may be represented by different graphical objects such as,

for example, dots, lines, circles, squares, triangles or asterisks. Furthermore, the

offset values 52 may have different representations (as e.g., different colors or dif¬

ferent graphical objects) for different pulses or pulse sequences of the laser beam

24.

Unlike Figure 2A, in the graphical illustration 60 shown in Figure 2B the x-y offset

values 62 are not represented by graphical objects having identical appearance (as

e.g., crosses). The appearance of the graphical objects depends on a frequency of

the x-y offset values 62 determined on the basis of the image data acquired by the

image capturing device 18 according to Figure 1. I n this case, the control device 16

may be configured to determine the frequency distribution.



I n the visualization shown, the x-y offset values 62 are represented by squares which

are filled with a frequency-dependent pattern. For example, x-y offset values occur

ring with a highest frequency are represented by squares 64 having lines in +x-

direction, x-y offset values occurring with a second highest frequency are represent¬

ed by squares 66 having lines in +x/+y-direction, x-y offset values occurring with a

second smallest frequency are represented by squares 68 having lines in -x/+y-

direction and x-y offset values occurring with a smallest frequency are represented

by empty squares 70. I n another visualization, the x-y offset values 62 may be rep¬

resented through different graphical objects having frequency-dependent appearanc¬

es. For example, different frequencies of the x-y offset values 62 may be represented

through at least one of a different transparency and a different color of the graphical

object. It may be further provided that a different number of frequency classes are

represented.

I n the visualization shown, the axes in x- and y-direction do not provide a scaling. I n

another visualization, the x-y coordinate plane in the graphical illustration 60 may be

spanned by axes in x- and in y-direction according to Figure 2A. I n addition or alter¬

natively, a legend of the frequencies may be included in the graphical illustration 60.

I n the graphical illustrations 50, 60 shown in Figures 2A and 2B, a distance of the

point cloud of offset values 52, 62 with respect to the x-y-reference position give an

indication for an alignment of the patient's eye 12 with respect to the apparatus 10

according to Figure 1 during the course of laser processing. Furthermore, the spatial

extension of the point cloud of offset values 52, 62 provides additional information

regarding the course of laser processing, as, for example, on the nervousness of the

patient.

It is to be understood that in a visualization different from the visualization shown in

Figures 2A and 2B, the graphical illustrations 50, 60 may represent values of a differ¬

ent eye parameter (as e.g., a position of the eye in z-direction or in φ -direction).

I n Figures 3A and 3B, schematic representations of visualized graphical illustrations,

denoted in general by 80 and 90, of a frequency of z- and φ -positions of the eye 12

are shown, respectively. The frequency distribution is represented in the form of a

histogram 82, 92 including bars having frequency-dependent size.

Figure 3A shows the frequency of the eye position with respect to a z-direction ori¬

ented in the output direction (as defined with respect to Figure 1). The illustrated



variations in z-positions of the eye may correspond to movements of the patient's

head with respect to the apparatus 10 during the course of the laser processing. The

z-positions may be determined by the control device 16 according to Figure 1. I n the

visualization shown, the graphical illustration 80 represents offset values with respect

to a reference z-position with a z~value of 0 mm. Offset values are represented which

lie within a range of -2 mm to + 2 mm. Steps of 0.2 mm are considered.

In Figure 3B, the frequency of the eye position with respect to a φ -direction (as

defined with respect to Figure 1) is shown. The illustrated variations of φ -positions of

the eye may be indicative of an amount of rotation of the eye 12 around its optical

axis (cyclorotation). The cyclorotation may occur during the course of laser pro¬

cessing, for example, in accordance with a variation of the diameter of the pupil 40

due to varying light conditions. The cp-positions may be determined by the control

device 16 according to Figure 1. I n the visualization shown, the graphical illustration

90 represents offset values with respect to a reference φ -position with a φ -value of

0°. Offset values are represented which lie within a range of -3° to +3°. Steps of

0.2° are considered.

I n a visualization different from the visualizations shown in Figures 3A and 3B, the

graphical illustrations 80, 90 may represent smaller or larger ranges of values and/or

smaller or larger steps. It may be further provided that the range of values and/or

the steps size may be adjusted automatically based on the determined offset values.

In addition or alternatively, a legend of the frequencies may be included in the

graphical illustrations 80, 90. The legend may be, for example, in the form of differ¬

ent colored bars, numerical values (e.g., representing absolute values or frequencies)

assigned to the bars or assigned to an axis extending in parallel to the bars. It is to

be understood that the graphical illustrations 80, 90 may represent frequencies of a

different eye parameter (as e.g., a position of the eye in x- or in y-direction or a

rotation around a different axis).

I n the visualizations shown in Figures 2A to 3B, the reference positions are defined

by a value of 0. I n other visualizations, the positions may be represented with re¬

spect to a different reference position (e.g., defined by global coordinates). It may be

provided that the reference position is determined before the laser processing starts.

I n an alternative to this, the reference position may be the position determined in

relation to the first of the plurality of pulses of the laser beam 24.



Figures 4A and 4B show schematic representations of a visualization of a graphical

illustration, denoted in general by 100 and 110, of a range of values of a diameter of

the pupil 40 of the eye 12. The control device 16 according to Figure 1 may be con¬

figured to determine the pupil diameters on the basis of the image data received

from the image capturing device 18. The eye 12 may perform cyclorotations in ac¬

cordance with the change of the pupil diameter. The control device 16 in this case

may be further configured to determine the eye position with respect to the φ -

direction (cf. Figure 3B) and/or the position of the pupil center with respect to the x-

y coordinate plane (cf. Figures 2A and 2B) corresponding to the determined pupil

diameters.

In the visualization shown in Figures 4A and 4B, the graphical illustrations 100, 120

represent the pupil diameters in an x-y coordinate plane, which may be the transver ¬

sal plane as defined with respect to Figure 1. The graphical illustrations 100, 120 in

this case show a graphical object for a specific value of the pupil diameter at the

respective x-y position of the pupil center of the eye 12. I n another visualization, the

values of the pupil diameters may be shown in a different (two-dimensional) visuali ¬

zation area. Further, the directions along the x-axis and along the y-axis may be

denoted, for example, as nasal to temporal and superior to inferior, respectively. It

may be provided that the values of the pupil diameters are represented without any

reference to a visualization area.

In Figure 4A, the graphical illustration represents a reference range of values of the

pupil diameter as a solid rectilinear line 102 in the x-y coordinate plane. The exten¬

sion of the solid rectilinear line 102 is limited by a lower limit reference value and an

upper limit reference value. In the visualization shown, the lower and the upper limit

reference values are represented in the graphical illustration 100 through circles 104,

106 filled with lines in x-direction. The circle 104 representing the lower limit refer¬

ence value has a smaller diameter than the circle 106 representing the upper limit

reference value. In a different visualization, the lower and the upper limit reference

values may be represented through a different graphical object or may not be repre¬

sented in the graphical illustration 100. The control device 16 according to Figure 1

may be configured to determine and to store (e.g., in the memory 36 of the control

module 32) the reference values of pupil diameters. The reference values may be

determined in the course of a reference measurement of the pupil diameters of the

patient previously to the laser processing. I n the visualization shown, the lower limit

reference value is indicative of a pupil diameter determined in accordance with a first

brightness and the upper limit reference value is indicative of a pupil diameter de-



termined in accordance with a second (smaller than the first) brightness. The first

and the second brightness may limit a larger range of pupil diameter values as typi

cally occurring during the course of laser processing the eye 12.

I n the graphical illustration 100 in Figure 4A, the range of determined pupil diameter

values during the course of laser processing is represented by a box 108. The exten

sion of the box 108 is limited by a bar 110 representing a lower limit pupil diameter

and a bar 112 representing an upper limit pupil diameter. The bars 110, 112 are

oriented orthogonally to the solid rectilinear line 102 representing the reference

range of pupil diameter values. I n the visualization shown, the box 108 is superim¬

posed over the solid rectilinear line 102. I n a different visualization, the box 108 may

be represented, for example, in parallel to the solid rectilinear line 102. The range of

determined pupil diameter values may be represented in the graphical illustration

100 by a different graphical object (e.g., by crosses on or parallel to the solid recti¬

linear line 102). I t may be further provided that the box 108 represents pupil diame¬

ter values within, for example, a standard deviation of the determined pupil

diameters.

I n the graphical illustration 100 in Figure 4A, an average value of the determined

pupil diameter values is represented by a bar 114 superimposing the box 108. The

bar 114 is extending transversely to the rectilinear line 102. I n the visualization

shown, a proportion of distances of the bar 114 for the average value from the bars

110, 106 for the upper and lower limit pupil diameter values corresponds to a pro¬

portion of differences between the average value and the upper and lower limit pupil

diameter values. I n another visualization, the proportions do not correspond. It may

be provided that the graphical object for the average value may be different from the

bar 114 (e.g., a cross or an asterisk). Alternatively or in addition, it may be provided

that different values (as e.g., a median value of the determined pupil diameter values

and/or upper and lower limits of a standard deviation of the determined pupil diame¬

ter values) are represented by graphical objects in the graphical illustration 100.

The control device 16 according to Figure 1 may be configured to determine at least

one of the upper and lower limit reference values and the average value based on

the determined pupil diameter values. I n the visualization shown, numerical values of

the pupil diameters and the respective amount of cyclorotation are shown in the

graphical illustration 100 in accordance with the circles 104, 106 representing the

upper and lower limit reference values. I n another visualization, further numerical



values may be shown (e.g., for the average value) or no numerical values may be

shown.

I n addition to the graphical illustration 100 according to Figure 4A, in the graphical

illustration in Figure 4B, a second reference range of pupil diameter values is repre¬

sented by a dashed rectilinear line 122. The dashed rectilinear line 122 represents in

this case a reference range of pupil diameters based on averaged empirical data

(e.g., by different patients). In the visualization shown, die dashed rectilinear line

122 is limited by a lower limit empirical value and an upper limit empirical value. I n

the visualization shown, the lower and the upper limit empirical values are represent

ed in the graphical illustration 110 through circles 124, 126. The circle 124 represent¬

ing the lower limit empirical value has a smaller diameter than the circle 126

representing the upper limit empirical value. I n a different visualization, the lower

and the upper limit empirical values may be represented through a different graph

ical object or may not be represented in the graphical illustration 110. The control

device 16 according to Figure 1 may be configured to determine and to store (e.g. in

the memory 36 of the control module 32) the averaged empirical data of pupil diam¬

eter values.

I n the visualization shown, the dashed rectilinear line 122 is superimposed by the

solid rectilinear line 120 and the box 108. I n a different visualization, the dashed

rectilinear line 122 may be represented, for example, in parallel to the solid rectiline ¬

ar line 102 and/or to the box 108. The range of averaged empirical data of pupil

diameter values may be represented in the graphical illustration 110 by a different

graphical object (e.g. by crosses in parallel to the solid rectilinear line 102). It may be

further provided that the range of averaged empirical data of pupil diameter values is

the only reference range represented in the graphical illustration 110.

I n an advantageous embodiment of the apparatus according to Figure 1, the control

device 16 is configured to cause a visualization of at least one of the graphical illus¬

trations 50, 60, 80, 90, 100, 110 according to Figures 2A to 4B during a phase of

beam emission and update at least one of the graphical illustrations 50, 60, 80, 90,

100, 110 as the phase of beam emission proceeds. The graphical illustration 50, 60,

80, 90, 100 or/and 110 in this case allows and facilitates a follow-up control of the

laser processing and a decision on whether to proceed or stop the treatment of the

eye.



The phase of beam emission advantageously corresponds to the whole duration of

laser processing the eye 12. As an alternative to this, the phase of beam emission

may correspond to, for example, at least half of the duration of laser processing. The

graphical illustration 50, 60, 80, 90, 100 or/and 110 in this case provides quality

assurance of the course of laser processing.



CLAIMS

1. An ophthalmic laser processing apparatus comprising:

- a laser device configured to output a pulsed laser beam towards an eye, the laser

beam having a beam focus;

- an image capturing device positioned to capture an image of the eye and conf ig

ured to provide image data;

- a control device configured to detect eye movement based on the image data and

to control the beam focus temporally and spatially based on a predetermined eye

processing pattern and the detected eye movement; and

- a visualization device controlled by the control device to output a graphical illustra¬

tion, the graphical illustration representing at least one of the following:

(a) a value of an eye parameter determined on the basis of the image data in rela¬

tion to each of a plurality of different time points or time intervals;

(b) a frequency distribution of a value of an eye parameter determined on the basis

of the image data in relation to each of a plurality of different time points or time

intervals; and

(c) a range of values of a pupil diameter determined on the basis of the image data.

2 . The apparatus of claim 1, wherein the eye parameter is a position of a pupil

center.

3. The apparatus of claim 2, wherein the position of the pupil center is a position

with respect to an x-y coordinate plane oriented orthogonally to an output direction

of the laser beam.

4 . The apparatus of claim 1, wherein the eye parameter is an eye position with

respect to a z-axis oriented in an output direction of the laser beam.

5. The apparatus of claim 1, wherein the eye parameter is indicative of a rota¬

tional position of the eye.

6. The apparatus of claim 5, wherein the eye parameter indicates an amount of

cyclorotation of the eye.

7. The apparatus of claim 3, wherein the graphical illustration represents the

position of the pupil center as an x-y offset with respect to an x-y reference position



of the pupil center, wherein the x-y reference position is defined as an x-value of 0

and a y-value of 0 in the x-y coordinate plane.

8. The apparatus of any one of claims 1 to 7, wherein the graphical illustration

represents the value of the eye parameter by a graphical object having identical

appearance for each time point or time interval.

9. The apparatus of any one of claims 1 to 8, wherein the graphical illustration

represents the value of the eye parameter in relation to each of a plurality of pulses

of the laser beam.

10. The apparatus of any one of claims 1 to 9, wherein the control device is con¬

figured to determine the value of the eye parameter in relation to each of a plurality

of pulses of the laser beam and to determine the frequency distribution on the basis

of the determined parameter values.

11. The apparatus of any one of claims 1 to 10, wherein the graphical illustration

represents different frequencies of the value of the eye parameter through at least

one of different degrees of transparency and different colors of a graphical object.

12. The apparatus of any one of claims 1 to 10, wherein the graphical illustration

represents the frequency distribution in the form of a histogram including bars hav¬

ing a frequency-dependent size.

13. The apparatus of any one of claims 1 to 12, wherein the control device is

configured to determine a pupil diameter value on the basis of the image data in

relation to each of a plurality of pulses of the laser beam and to determine upper and

lower limit values for the range of values based on the determined pupil diameter

values, wherein the graphical illustration represents the determined upper and lower

limit values.

14. The apparatus of claim 13, wherein the control device is configured to deter¬

mine an average value or a median value of the pupil diameter based on the deter¬

mined pupil diameter values, wherein the graphical illustration further represents the

determined average or median value.

15. The apparatus of claim 14, wherein the graphical illustration represents the

upper and lower limit values and the determined average or median value by respec-



tive graphical objects, wherein a graphical object for the average or median value is

located between graphical objects for the upper and lower limit values, and wherein

a proportion of distances of the graphical object for the average or median value

from the graphical objects for the upper and lower limit values corresponds to a

proportion of differences between the average or median value and the upper and

lower limit values.

16. The apparatus of any one of claims 1 to 15, wherein the graphical illustration

further represents at least one reference range of values of the pupil diameter,

wherein a lower limit value of the reference range of values is indicative of a value of

the pupil diameter at a first reference brightness and an upper limit value of the

reference range of values is indicative of a value of the pupil diameter at a second

reference brightness.

17. The apparatus of any one of claims 1 to 16, wherein the graphical illustration

represents the range of values and the reference range of values in a two-

dimensional visualization area spanned by an x-y coordinate plane oriented orthogo¬

nally to an output direction of the laser beam.

18. The apparatus of claim 17, wherein the graphical illustration includes at least

one graphical object representing a value of the pupil diameter and having an x-y

position in the visualization area corresponding to an x-y position of the pupil center

in the x-y coordinate plane at the value of the pupil diameter.

19. The apparatus of any one of claims 16 to 18, wherein the graphical illustration

includes a rectilinear line to visualize the reference range of values and one or more

bars extending transversely to the rectilinear line to visualize the range of values.

20. The apparatus of claim 19, wherein the bars are part of a box superimposed

over the rectilinear line.

21. The apparatus of claim 9 or 10 or 13, wherein the plurality of pulses are, or

include, temporally successive pulses.

22. The apparatus of any one of claims 1 to 21, wherein the control device is

configured to cause the visualization device to output the graphical illustration during

a phase of beam emission and update the graphical illustration as the phase of beam

emission proceeds.



23. The apparatus of any one of claims 1 to 22, wherein the visualization device

includes at least one of a monitor and a printer.
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